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Monaco Growth Forums (part of the Casta Diva Group), the international event designed to encourage meetings between high

growth potential companies and institutional investors from all over the world, dedicated to the blockchain theme and held in
Milan for the first time, enjoyed participation by 100 investors from 15 different countries, with seven innovative companies
receiving investments for a total value of approximately 80 million Euros at the end of the rounds.
Specifically Swarm Fund, the blockchain for private equity, laying the foundations for the future investment economy using an
artificial intelligence network, automated workflows and a new governance; CryoGen, the answer for those wishing to prolong
their own life. CryoGen aims to draw the attention of the international scientific community to this technology in order to
stimulate essential research on the creation of an entirely safe thawing technology.
HydroMiner, a company that uses hydroelectric energy to efficiently and profitably extract cryptocurrencies; OSA Hybrid Platform offers
new ways to guarantee optimal shelf supplies for retailers. Using artificial intelligence-based technology, OSA is able to trace the
movement of stock, external data, checkout data and more still, thus ensuring products reach the shelves when needed.
The Divi Porject proposes a unique solution to capture Crypto’s $ 10+ trillion prize: mass adoption by ordinary people. Through its
project, it intends to shorten the gap between blockchain technology and consumerism in general, hiding the terrifying “crypto” behind
a simple user interface without any jargon, known as Smart Wallet ™.
MGF ComBoost proposes a token that offers investors a budget and quality control of relations with investors and marketing services
selected by ICO companies.
CastaDiva Group, a multinational communications firm that produces branded content, viral videos, digital contents, films and live
music entertainment, present in 4 continents with offices in 14 cities.

